
SWM SERVICING FLOWS
CLIENT REVIEW JOURNEY

With 4500+ clients under our umbrella, we want to ensure that every client gets the service and attention they require. An 

important aspect of this is regular financial reviews. For us, reviews don’t just comprise of the conversation between the 

advisor and client, but the whole journey leading up to it ending with the completion of tasks that come out of it.
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PRIOR TO REVIEW

At Skybound we want to make sure that our clients are empowered, 

educated and in control of their financial plans. For the reason, we ensure 

that we increase the communication with out clients by sending them 

weekly market updates to keep them informed and aware of any changes in 

the market. 

We start our client review journey by sending our clients a link to MS 

bookings a month prior to the review for them to choose the date and time 

that best suites them.

PRIOR TO REVIEW



REVIEW

1 Week prior to 
Review

‘Continuous learning’ is a key value that we at Skybound strive to achieve, 
constantly looking at ways in which we can empower and educate our 
advisors and clients. Review Packs are an incredibly important tool in our 
arsenal that helps us achieve this. They have a two-fold advantage:

i) Preparing the advisors with all the relevant material required before client 
reviews
ii) Educating and empowering the clients on their policies along with 
providing them relevant literature

Designed by our exceptional marketing department, these slick looking 
personalized packs contain the following information:

i) Policy Valuation
ii) Portfolio Analysis
iii) Skybound Investment Handbook
iv) Weekly Market Update 

SWM STRATEGIC REVIEW PACK



POST-REVIEW

Task Management

Skybound’s service does not end with the sit-down between a client and 

their Adviser. Our dedicated Administration Team picks up right after, to 

ensure that any tasks or requests put forward by the client are addressed 

and completed.

An in-depth Task Response System monitors the progress of all pending 

tasks from the date of request until completion. We take on the 

responsibility for our clients and advisers to ensure that all paperwork flows 

through the right channels with frequent follow ups and reminders to 

adhere to our promised timelines. 

TASK MANAGEMENT


